Achieve Peak Financial
Performance with g4 Studio
Revenue cycle software for specialty healthcare

Increase Cash Flow and Revenue with the Industry’s Leading Platform

Ensuring your practice is getting paid quickly and accurately can be the difference between financial health and major
issues for you, your staff, and patients. Specialty practices in particular need reliable, easy-to-use tools for streamlining
their revenue cycles. A single unpaid bill can carry major consequences and it takes specialized expertise to navigate the
process successfully.
Unlimited Systems understands the sensitivities and complexities that influence the specialty healthcare revenue cycle. For
more than 15 years, we’ve been advancing the leading platform for accelerating practice cash flow, maximizing revenue,
and eliminating time-consuming manual processes from the specialty practice workflow. The result: our clients achieve a
stronger bottom line with less effort and increased time spent caring for patients.

g4 Studio for Specialty Healthcare

Used to manage $35+ billion in annual charges across more than 2,600 specialty locations, g4 Studio delivers a userfriendly platform designed for the unique needs of specialties. The platform simplifies claim and payment processing while
delivering intelligent reporting and analytics. Designed for fast, error-free billing, g4 Studio also streamlines patient intake,
eligibility verification, charge capture and optimization, and remittance posting. Using g4 Studio empowers practices to:
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Delivering Tangible Return on Investment (ROI)

At Unlimited Systems, we’re proud to deliver a demonstrable return on investment for our clients. In addition to
high levels of satisfaction, users of g4 Studio also benefit from measurable increases in staff productivity, cash
flow, and revenue.

Time Savings — Staff Productivity
A key value metric for specialty practices to consider when evaluating a revenue cycle management platform

35%

is reduction in manual effort – time is money. Customers who adopt the full range of best practice workflows with g4
Studio typically realize a 35% reduction in process steps, keystrokes, and clicks.
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